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I. Introduetion 

~ 
One of the most impressive eonsequenees of the QCD is the! Btron; dependence of the hadron interaetion er~ss section upon ita 

size 1-41. Coluurless hadrons ean interaet with a euloured fieId 
1 unly due to spatial distriOution of the colour enarge inside it. 

I
" Point-like hadrons do not interaet. The interaetion eross section 

tends to zero as 'C'" 2 when transverse dimension of the hadron 'ê: .... O • 

A close anaIogy in QED is the positronium scsttering. 

I 
This result makes the QCD essential~y different trom the other 

model~. The Ragge phenomenology gives no relation between the hadron
ic interaction cross section snd the radius. In the additive quark 
model a decrease of the interquark distance leads only to small dimi
nishing of the interaction cross section due to an increase of the 
Glauber-like screening. 

It seems that such eonsiderable diatinction of the model predie
tions can be easiIy observed experimentally. 

It was suggested in papera /5,6/ that nuelei ahould be used as 
a fiIter, diseriminating transverse size of high energy hadrons. The 
diffraetive scattering and Ks meson regeneration, which are sensitive 
to the transparency of nuclear matter, are aetually well deseribed 
/5,7/. But a good agreement is also obtained in the additive quark 
model/8-10/. 

The smallness of the eross sectiona of the hadrons eontaining 
heavy quarka' ia eonnected in QCD with tne small size of aueh hadrons 
/3,4/. In the additive quark model this ia explained by the weaknesa 
of the heavy quark interaction. Comparison of the results of caleula
tions in both modela demonstrates aurprising coincidence for the • 
total hadronic cross sections /11/. 

The above examplea .show thEl.t the choice of the "amoking gun" ex
periment ia not so easy. This is the subjeet of the preaent papar. 

One can auggest that a hadron should be seattered on a nueleon 
target with different values of momentum transfered,in the presence of 
absorbing nuclear matter. If seattering with larger momentum transfer 
ia dominated by smaller hadronic transverse dimension, then according 
to QCD prediction one should expect nuclear matter to become more 
transparent with the transfer momentum increasing. The expected effect 
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is large: if hadron is,absorbed by nuclear matter. then A-dependenee 
of the eross seetion is about A l / 3• but if nueleus beeomes transpa
rent, then A-dependenee is mueh mor~ steep ~ A. 

The quasi-elastie seattering is eonsidered as an example in 
Sede 2 of thia paper. It ia shown that this proeeas dis~beys the eon
ditions mentioned above. It follows from the int~rnal eolour atrue
ture of the Pomeron, whieh leads to absenee of the hadron formiaetor 
in the elaatie seattering amplitude. In the double gluon exehange 
approximation (DGA), for inatanee, in the eaae of meson seattering 
with high momentum tranafered, the two gluons ean be eoupled to 
different valenee quarks of the meson (Fig. 1b). Thus the momentum 
transfered is divided between two quarks and the meson does not dis
integrate even if it has a large transverse dimensione The ealeula

]I:U:: J[ :m 
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Fig. 1. Different eontributions to the meson-nueleon elastio soattDr~, 

ing .amplitude. Pomeron exchange in DGA (a,b); Reggoon exchange (0)1 

Reggeon-Po~eron cut (d). 

tions performed in DGA for different nuelei really demonstrate that 
1/3' 2the value of ~ A and i t weakly depends on q (the momentumAef f 

tranafered aquared). It ia worth noting that the value of Aof f only 
be~omes large A ~ A a t very large q2 ~ (2 c:.(~~S/.5)-1, whereef f 
~JP~ 0.1 (GeV/c)-2 is the parameter of the Pomeron trajectory slope. . " 

On the eontrary, in the case of reaetions with tbe quantum num
ber exehange one can believe tbat the momentum ia only ~ransfered to ,I 
one of the quarks. Tbis ia seen in the quark diagram shown in Fig. 
1e, whieh eorresponds to the Reggeon exchange. + o 

In See. 3 tbe charge exchange quasi-free reaction 111-~ 2 on 
nuelei ia eonaidered. The experimental data ahow the rapid growtb of 

with q2 in accordance with theoretieai predietion. .Aef f 
More high sta tisti.cs data are available for the reaction of char

ge exqhange fil-_ W'0 considered in Sec. 4. The experimental data 
~ 

, 

eontradiet the Glauber 112/_Sitenko 1131 approximation. but tbey aro 
in good agreement with the above eonsideration. f 

~ 

2 

Polarization phenomena in the quasi-elastic seattering on nuelei 
are eonaidered in Sec. 5. It is shown that the spin-flip amplitude is 
more enhaneed by th~ nueleus than the nonflip one. As a reault, pola
rization in acattering on a nueleus is considerably larger at high q2 
than that for a nueleon target. 

The results of the work are discussed in See. 6. Some new experi
ments sensitive to QCD pred1etions are also proposed. 

2. Quasi-elastie seattering on nuelei 

Let us consider the seattering of the qq-pair with the relative 
transverse distanee ~ on the nueleon target. In tne DGA shown 
graphieally in Fig. a,b one can ealeulate the value of the scatter
ing amplitude fel(1}~) eorresponding to the momentum transfer q. 

I.f. Cp:) =i %ol~ J,,21 ["xp(Hi") - "Xf(,r~}J x 

[e"f (~ t 7; ~2.) - e xf (-f 'l~ ( k2._ f 7Z )) ] x 
(1) 

·1 1..,....)2. 2.} [(1. - _)2. 2.]
[(fí~k +~ 2<],+1< +mJ . 

Hera 0('1. = J.2.. /'111' • where.g. is the QCD coupling eonstant; 7.~ 
is mean aquar-e of the riueleon rad1us; YY\.s- is the gluon effective 
mass introdueed to take into aecount the confinement. The value of 

V'f\à- is of the order of the inverse hadron radius and La chosen to 
be equal to 0.17 GeV. ~~ 

The elastie 1lrl -seattering amplitude fel(q) ia 
averaging or expression (1) over ~ wi th the weight 
where ~~ is the píon. wave funetion 

'fi"; <p S 2 2.1~(Ze C}) = fel (~/(»rt =: d ~ I 'k;; (~)1 d (1/z ) 

a resuJ.t of 
J ~ ('i: )12

{2) 

Though the DGA is obviously overaimplified, it deseribes the 
experimehtal data 13,41 well. . 

We have ealculated the slope parameter B(1,"L)=2.de,!(1/iJ/ oIe;,2. 
for Bcattering or the qq pair on a nucLe on, Vie used th.e Gauss para
metrization for the pion wave function and veluea of parameters 

~7iN 
L p = 0.. 7 fm; -r.,. = 0.'59 fm; o(s .. 0.826; lU tot 1:1 24.5 mb. 

Fig. 2 demonstrates the q2 d~pendence of the slope parameter 
B(~ /t::) for different values of rz. It is seen th~t B (~/i:..) slightly 
depends on 'L in the region q2 ~ 0.5 (GeV/e)2. This 1s the result 
of the dominanee of the diagram in Fig. 1b in this region. Its eontri
bution is insensitive to the hadron dímension. 

:~ 
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Fig. 3. Total eróss section of qq 
pair interactiori w±th a nucleon aa 

2a function of tt -interquark rell;l 
tive impact parameter aquar'ad , The 
solid eurve corresponds to DGA 

tversion I}. The dashed curve cor
responda to the parametrization (3) 
(version 11). 

The ~2 dependenee of the total cross section of the qq pair in
tera-ction wi th a nucleon 0tot (rr:) = 2. 1m fee (0,'1:) can be de.'termin
ed from (1) and ia shown in Fig. 3. At a small interquark distance 
'ê:"- O the cross aection decreaaes as <3-to+ ('ZO) C>T '(:2. ~ rz. Such be
havio~' ia conneeted, as Was menticned above, with the dipole charac
ter of the interaction, in QCD. The faetor e~~ ia the most model-de
pendent one. It ia the result of using the nonrelativistic quark model 
and DGA. One ean use a aimpler form of (5 tot (~) 

rz-2.	 ..J<'ffN6iot. (~) = <7:"~> 'Oiot (3} 

which ia also ahow.n in Figo 3. 
Now let us consider the reaetion of quasi-elaatic single scatter

ing on a nucleon inside a nucleua. To ealculate inelastic corrections 
to the Glauber /12/-Sitenko /13/ approximation (GSA), it is conve~ient 
to. use the eigenatate method /14,97. li the energy ia large eno'lJ,gh 
E/r 2 »RA, where r is a massive parameter, the fluctuations of 
the relativistic hadr-on transverse dimension 7: are "frozen" during {~'. 

passing a nucleus.Thus the .hadron-nucleus scattering amplitude ia a 
resu~t of thé averag~ over ~ of the scattering amplitude with the 
fi:xed value of 'C ./5,6/. 

. The differential cross section of the qU8si-elaatic singlé soot
tering with the momentum transfer q has a form 

4· 

d,~;~e = 'i:V L I(A:rrN'1 r(1~1A<j1->12=.~ X ~~:f d\;J\:/ 
-01 Y A',N	 (V- f, "'. f J 

l~ A'J'f''lr('l") I2. \ 'I'... C'r')j2. '1'/(7.)t ('t, 7.') eXF[,~ ('l ~il)]~(z,1 <4J 

A	 1\+<xfl {~i/i)~~,et')\ xi> e){f[-i e)iotlre)T(b) - f 6{ot (z')T(b)l < 

The following notatio~s are used here: ~ = Z - the number of 
protona, if N =p, AN = A-Z - the number of neutrons if N =n; 'fi ("Z) 

and IXf> are the coordinates of the spin wave functions 'df the recoil 
nucleon; f AI (7..) i') ia the coordinate denaity matrix or a nucleon 
inaide a nucleus; lt~ ,"Cf;) Ls the amplitude of scattering o-f a 
qq syatem on a nucleon, which has a form of 2x2 ~trix; T(b} ~ 

e><' ..,	 .... .... _)

ASc:h. f(~)t» ia the nucleus profile runct on , where P('?.)=JN("l:.,,~í 

_DO 

ia the	 nuclear denaity. 
~\he sum over final states of the nuéleus and 

momentum of the recoil nucleon (q is fixed) give 
b (~ -Oi' ) • Here we ignore the. apí.n a truc ture of 

P'''tering amplitude 1-12.11;<::) (see below Se c , 4). "l'hen 
Bimplified to 

integrution over 
~ ~t(~) ~ (.z-')= 

the elastic s~at
expression (4) is 

c2'6({)
d2bOI Q€f	 (5)~ ~5 T(b) l<fJí}~)exf[-f Õfo~('[)T(b)1~t 

~ 
The reault of calculations of the effective atomic number A ff(q)= 
(O ) / ]	 e .[ol6Qq e (GíA )/d-lj.2.] / [ ol6~ (71AI /cltj2 by using formulee (5), 

(1) ia	 ahown in Fig. 4 for different nuclei. The nucleus denBity 

ha~ been taken in the Woods-Saxon form 
115/ . It is seen that Aef f ( q2 ) slightly 
dependa on q2. As waa explained in the 
Introduction, this ia related to 
colour	 structure of the Pomeron.

20' , >] • 

J Fig. 4. q2-dependence of Aef f for quasi
elastic aing~e Bcatter1ng calculated in

1 DGA for different nucle! (solid curves). 
The daahed curves are the same, but 1n
cluding t~e multiple scattering contr1

o	 02 0.5 0.8 bution. The dotted line corresponds to 
q2(GeV/c) the GSA. 
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I, 

Fig. 4 also shows the results of the calculation in the frame
work of the GSA. The value of is indep~ndent of q2 in this approAef f 
xímation. It is interesting that at small q2 the crosa section given 
by fo~m~la (5) ~s pelow the result of the GSA. In other worda, the in
elastic corrections in this Case do not make the nucleus medium trans
parent but obacur~. This is the result oi integration over rc: in (5) 
where the fBctor f(~,~) is lar-ge at high valuea of ~ but the ex
ponential factor ia large only at amall values of ~ • 

It should be notad that at sufficiently large values of q2 the 
relativistic wave function .of .the hadron should be uaed, Hadronic .cori 

figurations of large dimension with smeared gluonic cloud are suppres
sed in the elastic scattering with hi,h ;2. Consequently, 9ne can ex
pect considerable. growth of A ff(q2) 16. Corresponding values of q2 

, e	 2. I IJ )_j,
are determined by the dimension of a gluonic cloud Cf- » (2 cX UI S ,iP 
where oi~ ~ 0.1 (GeV/c)-2 is the slope parameter of the Pomeron trajec
tory, 5 is the energy squared in c.m.s. in Gev2. There are no data 
for this region. Measurements. of the recoil nucleon and reconatruction 
of quaai-elastic kinematics are necessary to avoid multiple reacatter
ing contributiona to Aef f(q2). Otherwise the latter may be calculated. 
The double scattering contribution has a form 

~;á:~ = S!.cJ J2j, T(h) I<1:l4(!.f T)l l f -t ,rt) " 
(6 ) 

exp[-j 6-l:0~('L) TC b)l~l . 
Since the inelaatic corrections to the aingle scattering contri 

bution has been found to be small and the momentum transfer in the 
double scattering ia on the average divided fifty-fifty, expreasion 
(6) can be estimated in the GSA at medium values of q2 ~ 1 (GeV/c)2. 
The triple and higher rescattering contributions turn to be negligibly 
amall in this region. The results of calculation of the quasi-elastic 
cross· section including (6) are shown in Fig. 4. 

3. Charge exchaAAe reaction w'J:A ... 1° X 
Strong	 q2-dependence can be expected in charge exchangeof Ae f f 

reactions. As waa conaidered in the Introduction, thia ia due to had
ronic formfactor in the charge exchange amplitude (see F~g. 1c) which 
picks out compressed.. quark contigurations in scattered hadron at high 
'value~ of ~2~ (tz:2)-1. 

:'IA:lt us at firat consider the reaction r,r-p_~o n which is conve
nien~ becauae o~ the pole (~) do~nance /17,18/ up to the values of 
q2:::::: 1 (GeV/Q)2. The single-scattering contribution to the orosa aec
tion ~f q~a~i-free charge exch~nge sc~ttering C'jf-A -- t X has the 

6 

I· -------

form 

d6W(?T-A~?oX) =..L ZSJ 2bT(J,) Sp {< r (ã i) )(.
0/ fj/	 . 8'Ü A 'f cex r' 

{7 ) 

expí.- i<5iot:(~)T(b)~<lJ1/'t)exp[- J6~t(~)T(b)]1} . 
~ The averaging over rc: ia taken here with the weight factor 

I~ , ~~(~) ~(~) • We assume further that the coordinate parta of the
 
wave functions 'Y'Z (rr:) and 'Y'7f (Cf::) coinside (according to SU and,
 
conaequerrtLy , <5 tot (7'/) and <3 tot (r,rN') are equaL, 

3)
 

The amplitude tcex( ti" ~ ) is a 2x2 matrix in the nucleon spin 
space. It can be written down as followa 

(8 )tex Cf)~):= C [A(i,q:)+ ~CJ,(0ri.) 8(f)~)] . 
Here the constant C includes alI factors independent of q and fi; 
n is the unity vector whicb is norma~ ·to the scattering plane; ~ 

are the Pauli matrices. The spin amplitudes can be written down in the 
form 

A(i,~) = exp(} ~rf - À~2) 

B(if,if) = p A(i/f) .	 
(9 ) 

• The experimental data /17,18/ at 40 GeV are well deacribed with 
,	 the ve Luea of 13== 6.1 GeV- 1 , À=3.'I (GeV/c)-2. 

Calculations of Z~1f(1~ d(l1)~1:-~oXYcL6s~"'rn) have been 

performed by using formula· (8) with the following alternative for 
(5tot(~) dependence: variant I correaponda to' the DGA and expresaion 
(1); variant 11 correaponds to aimple form (3). Resulta are shown in 
Fig. 5. It is seen that	 q2-depen?ence of Zeff is much stronger than 

Fig. 5. z~ll. (q2) for quaai-free charge 
exchange.single acattering on the 12c 
nucleus. The solid and dashed curves ~or

5
 
reapond to the versions 11 and I respec


~	 tively. The thin curves correspond to the 
charge exchange 7f-- r and to the re
action <;1--' 7(0 in the case of purepole 
contribution. The thickcurves are the 
predictions for the latter reaction if 
'the pole-cut interference' is taken into 

o	 O.S 1.0 account (see the text). The dotted l~e 
~2(GeV/c)2 shows	 the GSA resulte 

7 



in quasi-elastic scattering, ~s was expected. Comparison with results 
of GSA also shown in Fig. 5 at amall q2 demonstrates that inelastic 
corrections to the charge exchang~ scattering make the nuclear medium 
more transparent which ia not the case with the quasi-elastic acatter
ing. 

Double scattering contribution to the cross section (single 
charge exchange and single elastic scattering) has the forro 

de'/2{rr;4 ... tX) -= -L E(A-V (d~b T(b) f J'l 5 vr k-'- ~ 
(J1~ BCJf A2 Y )(21f)< f lytcex( /1:) ,.{ 

~; 
(10)t; (f-r,;;)exf r- i 6('L)T(b)~ x 

(tex (j(,';;Jf"e(f-k, 'Z'" Jexp [- i õ(oz) T(b)J~} . 
As in the case of quasi-elastic acattering, correction (10) can 

be estimated in the GSA and higher order rescattering corrections can 
be neglected. 

The resulta of calculation made with formulae (7)-(10) for nuc
.leus 12C in two variances are compared in Fig. 6 with the experimental 
data /18/ at 40 GeV. The GSA curve is aIso presented. It is seen ,that 
the accuracy of the data is insufficient to prefer any of the theore
tical curves. 

ta· · lt ia worth noting that formulae (7)
(10) are also valid for the reaction 

02 QL( 0.6 08 1 

<jl+A- (0X but with exchange Z ~ 
A - Z. Corresponding predictions for 
the ratio of cross section =RA/Be

0/6 &+A _~o XJ/d'l;2.
 
d (5 (1r"'Be -+ 'rX)/c/lj}- f ar
 

64Cu and 208pb nuclei are shown in Fig. 
7 in versions I, 11 and the GSA. 

~2 (G,N/c)2 

Fig. 6. Zeff (q~) fO~ the charge exchan
ge scattering w-;4 - 'Z. X on the 12C nuc 
leus. Experimental points are ~rom Ref. 
/18/. Calculations are made with multi 
pIe scattering corrections included in 
version 11 (solid curve), in the versi  },
on I (dashed curve) and in the GSA (the 
dotted curve). 
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Fig. 1. Predictions for (q2) =RA/Be 
d6(fjfTA - ''t X2/rifj,!
cA6~+Be-?OX)/J9--2. for Pb and 

Cu nuclei. The solid, dashed and dotted 
curves correspond to versions 11, I and 
the GSA respectively. 

4. Charge exchange reaction 'fl-A-WoX 
Similar calculations for the reac

tion c;r/l --- 'Tio X may have some speci
fic difference due to characteristic dip 
structure /17,rB/ in the q2-dependence 

of the croas section or the reaction 
qr-p -CjTon at q2:z 0.6 (GeV/c)2. One 
of the popular interpretations /~9/ of 
this dip ia zero value of the p -pole 
residue in the wrong signature nonsense 
to f-f. exchange degeneracy. In this ca

se the differential cross section of charge exchange single scatter
ing on a nucleus has a dip in the same point as on the hydrogen tar
get. Results of calculation in versions I, 11 are close to that for 
\]f-A - ?oX end are shown in Fig. 5. 

Another possibility /19/ of the dip app~arance is destructive 
interference of the f pole and .f-JP cut contributions (see Fig. 
1 c,d). This version naturally e~plains the difrerence in the posi
tions of zeros in spin-flip and nonflip (cross-over point) amplitudes. 
lt ia clear that the r~tio of f pole and pJP -cut contz-Lbutí.ons for 
a nucleu8 differs from that for a hydrogen target. Indeed, at large 
values of q2 the f-pole exchange picka out hadronic fluctuations of 
small dimension according to the above consideration. The nucleus be
comes transparent· and the f -pole Go~tribution is' enhanced by a fac
tor of -z. On the contrary the pIP-cut contribtition (b'ig. ld) is si
milar to the elastic sc~ttering (Fig. ~b). It does not pick out small 
con~igurationB in a hadron and is enhanced on a nucleus only by a 
ractor or_z1/J • Such change of relation between pole and cut leada 
to displacement oi the dip pos~tion to higher values of q2, where it 
oan be filled by a non-flip amplitude contribution. 

A single scattering contribution to the differential cross see
tion ~ this case is calculated by using formula (1) but the form of 
spin amplitudes diff.,ers fÍ"om (9). 

98 



A(~/t) = exp (~ fjrf - '>-fj-2) -1-a.·exf(-i·o.~2 -lõ.~) 
(11) 

" -- .a fit <2 'ê:"2
B{~,cL)::: J3 exp(t ~r;:- - Àlf) - vs: exp(- i:ar -80. ). 

The terma wi th the factor ! are the flP -cut contribution. They 
have been calculated under an asaumption that alopes of the Pomeron 
andjO -pole exchange amplitudes are the aame and equal to a/2. Para
metera J3 and À differ from that in Cjf- 7 reaction. They are 
found by fi tting the experimental data /17,18/: ! =: s: ~5, 1J31= 
3.1 GeV- 1 ,. À =Lf.S GeV-2 ) o. =z 6 Gey-2. 

Resulta of calculation of the ~ingle acattering contribution 
to the effective number z~l~ are ahown in Fi~. 5 for versions I and 
11. The bump-dip structure of curves is due to different positions of 
minima in cross sections on a .nucleus and hydrogen. It ia seen that 
the two theoretical treatments of the dip atructure in the Wf-1i°n.. 
differential croaa aection discussed above give quite different pre
dictions for z(1)(q2). Thus inveatigation of hadron-nucleua ~ter
actiona can help to solve the problem of the dip interpretation 
which is till open. 

Unfortunately, the available data /18/ are obtained in incluaive 
measurementa. So one should include the multiple acattering correc
~ions. The double acattering contribution can be calculated uaing ex

1'\
presaion (10), where f ia given by (8), (11). Beaides one should cex 
take into account the fact that only the ,eventa without charged re
coil.particles were permitted in experimente Thus expression (10) 
should be mul tiplied by (A-Z }/(A-l). 

Results of calculation of Zeff are compared with the data /18/ 
in Fig. B. The best agreement ia for the curve calculated in ~ersion 

,lI, which c or-re sponda to maximal tranaparency of a nuc'l.eua ; It ia 
alao aeen that the data prefer the model connecting origin of the 
dip in the W'-p.-cnon reaction with the cut , The GSA stongly con
tradicts the data. Some disagreement at v~ry smail q2 seen in Fig. 8 
is a result of the Fermi-stutistics being diaregarded. 

Note in conclusion that one should not pick out veraion I or 11 
on the ground of the quality of deacription of the data in Fig. 8. 
CaLculating the inelastic corrections, we ignored the triple Pomeron 
contribution. 

5. Polarization effects 
t 

Elastic scattering polarization at high energiea is tbe reault 
of interference of the nonflip amp11tude f++ dominated by tbe Pomeron 
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Fig. 8. The same as in Fig. 6 for the reaction g-A.-wo X on 
the 12C nucLeus , The thick and thin s:olid curves are calculated in 
version 11. They differ fro~ each other in the same way aa the cor
reaponding curves in Fig. 6.' 

and apin-flip amplitude f -t- dominated by the Reggeona (f, A2')· The 
latter decreaaea with the ~nergy, ao polarization ia amall at'high 

energies. 
It follows from the above conaideration that Pomeron and Regge

on\exchang~ amplit~dea.~re enhanced in quaai-free acattering on nuc
lei in a different way. The ~ormer slightly dependa on q2 and ia 
weekly enhanced by _ A1/~. Tbe latter ~teeply growa with q2 and ia 
enhanced by up to _ A. Thua relation between apin amplitudea iaI' 
changed on nucleua in favBur of f+_ • Thia ahould result in the 

\ I, 

growth of'polarization.
i ; 

Polarizatio~ cf reç~il protons in the quasi-elastic· iaingle 
scattering ",-A -7f-P,X i~ gd ven- by tpe following expressi.on 
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F 
t , 

L 
I' 

J~(1) Z 5· {-- /1'+PoC}') ~Qef "= g<;fA ,/J,TO,)Sp (con)\feéf/i)' 
(12) 

eXf(- i <Dú,t (7:) T (f,)J)./le(f:<)exp[-t Ô M ( 7:) T(I,)3k} . 
The cross section <lQ5Qe.e~dQ2 is given by expression {5); 
~ ...... /P. AR Y
fJ (;r~")=;p tr:;:z)+P (~;:;:) is the sum of the Pomeron and Reggeon con-tee 1-' 1eel.:.f1 t el /' /\R. R. 
tributions; the amplitudes lei have the form of (B.). We put 
B./l'(1,?f.)=O and took BS>(~ ~) in the form of (11), i.e. inc1uded the 
cut contribution. The resu1t of ca1culati-on of the rati-o cU polari 
zations in the quasi-e1astic single scattering on Pb ~d in the ~las
tic~J scattering as a function of q2 is shown in Fig. 9. It is Been 

that in the region q2~ 1 (GeV/c)2 thé enhancement factor exceeds 
two. 

2.5' i	 i i I li 

':t~ 
~2
 

~
 
O"'

t:.'-J 
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O 0.2 0.'# 0.6 0. 1 
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Fig. 9. Ratio of po1ariza
tione in the quasi-elastic 

We considered po1a~ization of th~ 

recoil nuc1eons. An effect of the same 
order is expected forscsttered protons 
in the quasi-e1aatic proton-nuc1eua 
scattering. It shou1d be emphsaized that 
registration Df the recoi1 nuc1eon ia 
needed in any caae to execute the 4U8Si
e1astic sing1e scattering kinematics. 
Additiona1 reacatterings suppress po1a
rization • On the other hand in the 
charge exchange sing1e acattering po1a
rization shou1d be suppreaaed at 1axge 
q2. In fact po1arization in thia caSe 

"is	 due to pJP -cut and .f -po1e inter
scattering on Pb and hydro- ference. The former .. "as was considered
 

~ i above, has 1itt1e nuclear enhancement.
gen t arge t s, cacu a eu . n 
version 11. But if po1arization is uue to interfe

rence of different po1es (f, f'~' then 
polarization in ,a nuclear reaction ia the same as on hydrogen. Thus 
precise measurements of po1arization in the quasl-free charge exchan
ge sing1e scattering can yie1d usefu1 information about the origin 
of the charge exchange scattering po1arizatio~ 

1	 1 t 

6.	 Discussion 

Here we proposed an effective method ~o verify the QCD prediction 
~bout strong dependence of hadronic cross sections in their size. 
It i~shown that in the quasi-free charge exchange scattering on a 
nuc1eus at medium va1ues of q2~ 1 (GeV/c)2 nuclear matter ia trans
parent for the Bcattered hadron, because its transverse dimenaion ia 

sma1I. The phenomenon ia ·observed experimenta11y and this' is the first 
essentia1 justification of smal1ness of point-1ike hadron interaction. 

Neverthe1eB~ new data o~tained in apeeia1 experiments are needed. 

1. It ia desirable to have some data on the cross section of 
quasi-free charge excpange sing1e scattering. Kinematics c~rrespond
ing to tbe binary reaction should be contro11ed experimenta11y. Data 

11 obtained on nuc1ei heavier than 12C are also necessary.
'I 
~ 2. It ia interesting to measure quasi-elastic sing1e scattering 

., a~ large momentum transfer, at 1east severa1 GeV/c. 
I 3. Measurement of the po1arization effects ia possib1e with po

1arized nuclear targets, or by means Df analysis of the recoi1 nuc
, I 

1eon po1arization. Another possibility is measurement of asymmetry 
in polarized proton beam scattering. 

4. A possib1e intereating experiment of this type is coherent 
production of a symmetrica1 pair of partic1es with large f (re1ar 
tive transverae momentum) on nuc1ei. This process might have an oh
servab1e eross section at sufficient1y high energies. A 1arge fT 
corresponda to a smal1 interquark distance inside the incident had
ron. Thus nuclear matter should be transparent and this shou1d be dis
p1ayed in A-dependence. 

During performing this work we were essentia11y supported by 
he1pfu1 discussions with L.I.Lapidus. We are indepted BIso to V.V. 
Anisovich and M.I.Strikman for usefu1 comments. 
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